1. Cutupidité is a discontinuous plane of consistency resisting any plane of immanence.

2. Cutupidité is non-organic rhizome made of multi-dimensional, infinite cuts where each cut lays bare an unique event which cannot be repeated.

3. Cutupidité is the art of hyperbole where each negation of space triggers an aerial fugue, completely non-traceable.

4. Cutupidité is not serial but aerial; actually it is an aerial fugue, which, soaring above the surface of the rhizome, traverses each and every cut inflicted on it.

5. Cutupidité is somnambulism; or a hypnosis without a hypnotist.

6. Cutupidité is to become-spectral without coordinates; it is not becoming-immaterial but becoming-gaseous.

7. Cutupidité is the Cotard delusion: *le délire de négation* — to demolish the dimensional with a discontinuous multiplicit-
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ity of dimensions so as to open up a psychasthenic

8. Cutupidité is *contingentia absoluta* (potentiality without will): a zero state of wanting; failure before failure.

9. Cutupidité is the affirmation of paranoia as a form of extreme wakefulness.

10. Cutupidité is suicidal in content and disastrous in form.

11. Cutupidité is the smoke of the cliché and the last breath of wisdom.

12. Cutupidité is knowing all styles but appropriating none.

13. Cutupidité is the *instinct d'abandon* vs. *élan vital*.

14. Cutupidité is infinite dividuation.

15. Cutupidité is done with anthropocentrism.

16. Cutupidité is the incorporation of *stupidité*.
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